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Historical Questions and
Informational Literacy
Robert D. Taber
Fayetteville State University

+

Current challenges in information
consumption & the history classroom

+

How ACRL standards can help


Enabling assessment



Help students complete research paper (core curricular
assessment)



Build student capacity as life-long learners
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America to 1865


Part of ethics and civic engagement core


Ethics of information gathering and use



Informational literacy crucial for active citizenship



Fodder of “just-so” stories to deconstruct



Teach general student body historian’s craft, info literacy



Current pillar of personal teaching repertoire
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Restructuring the syllabus


Stepping stones to complete the term paper



Time in the library


Workshop with Ms. Whitfield



Library Scavenger Hunt
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Media literacy component

+

Pre-test vs. post-test


General gains in competency (but not Boolean searching)



Notable gains in confidence – making the public sphere
legible to the students
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Student voices
“Learning how to use the library site and how to find sources
will stick with me for years to come. I will be able to use these
skills to find facts for educational and personal use.”
“The library tour and using it as a source of research and a
wealth of literacy information should always be kept in your
treasure box."
"Having the class present the Term Paper in stages - library
visit, questions, outline, draft and final. For those of us who are
a bit more challenged of putting thoughts to paper, it makes the
tasks being broken down more doable."
“The most significant thing I can take away from this class is
how I go about researching information, also saw the emphasis
on informational literacy as beneficial. I've learned to be more
skeptical and question what I'm [reading]. And I have a better
understanding of how to properly do that."
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Papers improved (or bad in better
ways)


More students using primary sources



Many more students using books from the Chesnutt Library



Students now writing “locomotive” papers
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Benefit of getting this early


Adapting syllabus changes



Pairs well with new faculty workshop and Bronco Star
Component B – skills over content
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Conclusion
Gaining or improving
informational literacy skills one of
the most crucial benefits of a
university education.

